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Abstract 

This thesis explores the role of informal music events, as a subcultural practice, in Melbourne, focusing 

on their potential to be recognised as an exercising of the right to the city through the theoretical 

lenses of place and social capital. This area of study was chosen in an attempt to shed light on potential 

inequalities within the production space of Melbourne. Qualitative semi-structured interviews were 

used to gauge the presence of place processes and social capital within informal music events and 

understand the experience of these events from the point of view of the event organisers. The six 

place processes were found to be present along with two social capital typologies, indicating that 

there is place-based social value to this subculture that would make it valuable for mediation with 

planners and policy makers. Informal music events were found to be an alternative to the competitive 

formal live music venues, but also served as a key creative starting point that allowed organisers to 

access these formal venues later. This competitive creative environment was perceived to be related 

to policy such as the late-night freeze and the urban redevelopment of Melbourne’s inner 

municipalities. If planners are to foster creative subcultures that create social value within the city, 

then there needs to be a mediation of claims to the city to ensure that less economically viable 

subcultures may access formal spaces to prevent urban conflicts around land usage. 
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Introduction 

Urban planning can be understood as concerning the management of land uses for urban spaces that 

achieve positive social, cultural, health, and economic outcomes for residents within a city of 

competing needs. Yet there are fundamental issues around who decides the metrics of a positive 

outcome. Harvey (2003) posited on ab idea originating with Leferbvre regarding  the right to the city 

that is intrinsic to its residents, that the tools and considerations that shape the city must be accessible 

to all urban denizens so that their desires for the city may be manifested. Harvey (2012) goes further 

in defining the right to the city as one that is executed by a collective will and not individualistic 

ambitions, a right which contemporary urban social movements have mobilised against the neoliberal 

ethics of consumption that have dominated the production of urban spaces and places. This results in 

the right to the city occupying a contested politicised space within the neoliberal system, as groups 

forgo state-endorsed, capital-driven urban production for community-focused methods that are 

external to the state’s systems.  

One such potential occurrence of this push back against contemporary urban spaces may be 

found within Melbourne’s informal music event scene. An informal music event in this instance is 

defined as having three key characteristics; (1) that it is an amplified live music performance, by bands 

or disc jockeys; (2) that is held on public land without permission; and (3) it is does not have an 

attendance fee, or other monetary component. Various musical styles and modes of performance 

have a long and complex history of association with various global social movements, from the music 

played in the discotheques of the French resistance in opposition to Nazi occupation to emergence of 

Detroit’s techno scene as a response to the socio-economic crumbling of the city (Fleckney, 2018). 

Music has an integral role in self-identification and when placed in a performance context; due to the 

relationship between performer, audience, and venue, there can be a shared identity facilitated 

through congregation and recreation. Place has a similar role in defining individual and group 

identities, often emerging through the occupation of places and manifests in the actions that are 

designated to the place. Research pertaining to informal music events are limited in scope, with a 

strong leaning in research towards centring around recreational narcotic use (Duff & Rowland, 2006; 

Lenton et al., 1997; Siokou & Moore, 2008; Weir, 2000), which will be considered outside the scope 

of this research. 

Instead, this research will focus on informal music events as a subculture’s collective 

exercising of the right to the city, as organisers, performers, and audience appropriate public land to 

meet their needs. A subculture is a nondominant culture where the members are grouped through 
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the norms of the subculture and other commonalities not held by the dominant culture (Gelder, 2007). 

Through these actions they create their own place within the city, and as they act external to the state, 

they create it only as a place amongst them and their audience. This engagement with place is 

underpinned by the presence of the six place processes of interaction, identity, release, realisation, 

creation, and intensification (Seamon, 2013). By staking their claim to this place with their subcultural 

norms they potentially shape the wider social norms of the city and its future. There is a substantial 

risk for the organisers in the creation of this place, and due to the lack of monetary reimbursement 

there emerge questions pertaining to why they accept the risk. Potentially, policy factors may push 

them towards accepting this risk of appropriating these spaces such as land use zoning or liquor 

licensing. Socio-economic and cultural factors such as an inability to access formal live music venues 

may also have a role in creating an aspect of placelessness outside their invented place. Further access 

to these spaces may also be impacted by the current COVID-19 capacity restrictions placed upon live 

music venues. 

The nature of performance and event organisation suggests that there is a collective authoring 

of these constructed places that is facilitated through their shared subcultural identity. The lack of 

economic incentive may allude to being able to consider these groups to be a community that is 

brought together through and pushed to action by their shared sense of belonging. This would allow 

the ideas of place and community to perpetuate one another, with the communal act of performance 

enabling the place to manifest while the place gives the community a social centre. Furthermore, the 

explicit roles within the community could indicate their composition as a non-hierarchical and 

decentralised social network. They might be tied together through their social capital with one 

another embodied through their actions for each other within their place and in the creation of the 

place. This is further supported by the trust that underpins induction into this community as new 

members must be deemed to not threaten the group’s goals by identifying with their principles. 

This culminates in a novel creative environment where collaboration between different 

creative streams, audio, visual, and others are considered equal and free from regular economic 

constraints that permeate creative fields. Through his conception of the creative class Florida (2019) 

explores the value that creativity has on the social, cultural, and economic systems of cities, and its 

role in defining cities as places locally and globally. Understanding how creativity is transacted 

amongst informal music event networks by understanding its manifestation in social capital there 

could be important lessons for planners to learn regarding the fostering of creative environments. If 

this subculture is found to have positive social place-based value that enables creativity it may be 

worth Melbourne planners and policy makers reconsidering whether they push the subculture to 
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these space through planning mechanisms and policies. This may result in some form of mediation 

with the subculture that aids in resolving the conflict associated with their occupation of public space. 

The structure of this thesis is as follows; a literature review covering place, community, and 

social capital theory; a case study of related research within Melbourne; a qualitative method of semi-

structured interviews for assessing place and social capital presence within informal music events; an 

interpretation of the results of these interviews; a discussion pertaining to potential mediation with 

the subculture; and some concluding remarks. 

Literature Review 

To accurately explore if this subculture is engaging with place, that is forming place attachments 

through place processes, there is a need for a conceptual bounding around contemporary place 

theory. A similar need arises for community and the social capital as these communities may not 

reflect the traditional or plain definition. Through a critical exploration of place, community, and social 

capital, literature indicators for methods for identifying these socially constructed phenomena will be 

ascertained in relation to informal music events. 

Place 

Place, placemaking, and place attachment are well-documented phenomena within urban planning 

and urban design and other academic fields, being concepts that are related to spatial representation 

of community formation (Kruger, 2006) and to individual and group identities (Bennett, 2017; Collins, 

2005). There have been systematic reviews of place literature in an attempt to parse its 

multidisciplinary coverage into a unified theory (Lewicka, 2011; Scannell & Gifford, 2010). At the core 

of this body of literature, place is an intersection between people and spaces, both in group and 

individual contexts that apply social and cultural meaning to a particular composition of space. The 

act of fostering this connection is placemaking and it has been a critical tool for planners since Jacobs’ 

(2016) dissection of the modernist view of cities as machines for living and offered her own conception 

of cities as places for people.  This was a key shift in theoretical perspective for planners as it prioritised 

experience and feeling above prevailing technocratic knowledge within the field, an ideology that still 

shapes contemporary planning practices. 

Kruger (2006) posits that recreation and leisure can be catalysing experiences that result in 

placemaking for these applied meanings to manifest and a multiplicity of communities and place to 

evolve around public land. Two types of community are proposed to co-opt place in public spaces, a 

geographically bounded community and decentralised community, with both being formed through a 

shared sense of belonging and identity rooted within and reinforced by their attachment to place 
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(Kruger, 2006; Scannell & Gifford, 2010). This may also be constructed as a form of place identity, that 

individuals and groups may define themselves in relation to place (Lewicka, 2008; Seamon, 2013). 

Crossley and Bottero (2015) explore a similar aspect of place identity relating to self-organising 

communities that create music scenes, with local scenes engaging in physical interactions that 

associate spaces with the scene. They cite the social inequalities revolving around access to resources 

within the scene and its places as factors in generating social divisions that create schisms within these 

scenes, and that the scenes may only be anti-corporatist and innovating until they are embraced by 

the mainstream. 

Social inequalities can be found within many conceptions of place at macro and micro scales 

within the city. Even within a visible community place identity, there can be a schism through self-

determining internal identities within the community, which may then be exacerbated through 

globalised community identities (Collins, 2005). There is an element of territoriality within these 

community places that may feed into social conflicts, which is exacerbated within the places of 

marginalised communities if their place is perceived to be encroached upon (Skeggs, 1999). Though it 

is contested if this type of territoriality is exclusively a sign of place attachment and not its own 

independent environmental behaviour (Scannell & Gifford, 2010). This conflict around place identity 

is tied to the inequalities relating to the control of spaces, either public or private, as there is unequal 

access to the powers that decide which identities may be visible and how they may be presented. Joint 

but opposing claims to a place indicate the range and variability in the formation of place attachment. 

Scannell and Gifford’s (2010) extensive aggregated definition of place attachment attempts 

to cross the sociological, psychological, and built environment fields that engage with place. In their 

definition there are three main components that contribute to place attachment; the individual or 

collective’s agency that engages in place; the psychological process that affects, cognises, and alters 

our behaviour regarding place; and the social and physical needs that place can meet. They go on to 

establish that the instinct to attach to place is driven by survival, security, goal support, self-regulation, 

and continuity. It is unspecified if the three key components of place attachment and the various 

drivers that affect them are purely unconscious or if there is a hierarchy to their roles. However, they 

do partially address these gaps by acknowledging the complexity of place attachment and the need to 

mould the concept to the subjects’ context. Seamon (2013) offers potential non-hierarchical indicators 

for place attachment through six place processes; (1) place interaction, how place is typically 

interacted with; (2) place identity; (3) place release, how places may surprise occupants; (4) place 

realisation, the ability to recognise that one is in a place; (5) place creation, that the place is actively 

constructed; and (6) place intensification, how is place improved to persist.  
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Having utilised Scannell and Gifford’s (2010) classifications for place attachment, Lewicka 

(2011) was able to survey hundreds of place attachment articles and apply to them categories of 

person, process, and place. This highlighted a disproportionate focus across disciplines on the people-

place intersection in research that often omitted the process aspect. This could be because people, as 

the creators of place, are the most ubiquitous component of place studies, while place and process 

differ from study to study. Additionally, the role of social capital in relation to place attachment 

appeared to be an under-investigated yet important component of place, acting as a key social 

predictor of place attachment that place attached individuals may not be aware of. Further research 

into the role of social capital and place situate it with psychological process category of place 

attachment studies (Manzo & Perkins, 2006; Mihaylov & Perkins, 2014). It is suggested that accessing 

social capital helps to form a community that may attach to a place, implying that social capital is an 

indicator of a shared sense of belonging that is then represented through the social and physical 

bounds of place. 

Pervasive throughout the reviewed literature, place is handled as a static and bounded socio-

physical entity generally concerned with the home, neighbourhood, city and in between assemblages 

(Collins, 2005; Kruger, 2006; Lewicka, 2011; Manzo & Perkins, 2006; Mihaylov & Perkins, 2014; 

Scannell & Gifford, 2010). Collins’ (2005) exploration of gay places in Manila highlight the static quality 

of place, as while one gay neighbourhood declines, its placeness is remade in relation to the 

community and not merely moved to a new socio-physical bounding. This is directly challenged 

through a hybridisation of place and mobility that indicates a fluidity to place, that is a place’s socially 

constructed meaning may be shifted from location to another and that the place shifts with it 

(Gorman-Murray & Nash, 2014). By constructing place as a dynamic occurrence there is refocusing of 

prominence away from the physical place element and toward social significance embodied through 

the psychological processes that place engages with. 

 In integrating place and mobility there is an addressing of placelessness, that people and 

communities without a static place carry with them their dynamic place, a mooring, that is manifested 

through their actions (Kabachnik, 2012). This implies that place may be structured as a network with 

spatial and temporal nodes that are activated through the actions of the place attached, that once left 

are returned to a state of hibernation. In literature relation to place mobility and moorings there is a 

focus around how subcultures engage in these dynamic place creations, maybe implying a connection 

to an inability to access the level of control needed to create static places and the mooring concept 

(Collins, 2005; Gorman-Murray & Nash, 2014; Kabachnik, 2012).These different place states may have 

a role in differences in place memory between groups, as people may only know a place through their 

experiences with the place and their experiences of place through other people (Lewicka, 2008).  The 
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subjectivity of place holds potential conflict as without experiencing place in social and physical modes 

it can easily be denied, and with it is a denying of the community and networks that forms around it.  

Community & Social Capital 

Similar to place, community is a theoretical boundary object that has diverse application in a range of 

academic fields pertaining to; communitarian political philosophy focusing on the spatialisation of 

community; cultural sociology and anthropology that prioritises it as imperative for cultural 

construction of identity; postmodern politics that describes it as the impetus for collective action; and 

the development of transnational information based movements that connect virtually (Delanty, 

2018).  These diverse academic fields are unified by the commonality of communities being 

constructed through experiences that lead to a feeling of belonging and a willingness to share (Block, 

2018; Delanty, 2018; Kruger, 2006). By engaging in belonging and sharing there is a development of 

social capital, a form of social cohesion that reflects the reciprocity and value of connections across a 

social network (Block, 2018; Colclough & Sitaraman, 2005; Manzo & Perkins, 2006; Mihaylov & 

Perkins, 2014; Onyx & Bullen, 2000; Pooley et al., 2005; R. Putnam, 2001). Social capital has been 

central to contemporary community literature due its focus on community as a network embodied 

through actions between members, emphasising the dynamic nature of the community assemblage 

over a static spatialised bounding. 

 Prevalent within urban planning community scholarship is the spatialised or neighbourhood 

community due to the opportunities for interaction and cooperation that proximity fosters (Francis et 

al., 2012). With similar circumstances and frequent exposure it is possible for a sense of community 

to form, with environmental factors influencing the strength of belonging that the community 

experiences (French et al., 2014). This implies that the influence of environmental factors on the sense 

of community may have singular input and output relationships, conversely in some circumstances 

factors that benefit some members of the community may disadvantage others, potential resulting in 

schisms. These differences in outcomes from environmental influences may originate in communities 

with an already weak sense of community, as McMillan and Chavis (1986) offer four commonly 

accepted elements that contribute to a sense of community; (1) membership or a feeling of belonging 

to a group; (2) the ability to influence the group; (3) the fulfilment of needs by the group; and (4) a 

shared emotional connection to the group that is built upon commonality. As the sense of community 

focuses on relations between individuals and their groups it can be conflated for the network 

approach to group relationships that are covered by social capital. 

 As the boundary between community and social capital can become obfuscated, it is 

necessary to clarify the difference between them. Colclough and Sitaraman (2005) delineate the 
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concepts by focusing on communities in place, not of place, that are bound together through nature 

of an individual’s relationships to others while social capital is the expectation that the nature of the 

relationship entails. They offer further criticism of social capital as a potential tool for community 

exclusion in the case that an individual is believed to be unable to provide reciprocation and therefore 

not accepted into the social network. Pooley et al. (2005) characterise the role of social capital as the 

“glue” that holds communities together, believing it to be a measure of the strength of the relationship 

between individuals. Putnam (2001) contends that the strength of an instance of social capital may be 

measurable and results in distinct typologies with formal and informal aspects. The formal-informal 

differentiation of social capital does not sit well with the rest of the literature on social capital, as once 

an expectation is overt in a formal manner it is something the individual is obligated to do regardless 

of potential reciprocation. Social capital is believed to be measurable through engaging communities 

on their participation in; networks, reciprocity, trust, social norms, the commons, and social agency 

(Onyx & Bullen, 2000). Through participation in networks, trust, and social norms there is overlap 

between social capital and subcultures (Gelder, 2007), though the concepts are differentiated by the 

expectation of reciprocity associated with social capital.  

  These differences in definition for social capital have garnered criticism of the concept as a 

whole. The absence of a singular unified definition is believed to be an indicator of too general a 

concept that is actually a range of existing unique phenomena as it does not adequately fulfil the 

criteria of familiarity, resonance, parsimony, coherence, and differentiation (Bjørnskov & Sønderskov, 

2013). The specific critique offered is that social capital has two central components which fail to 

differentiate it enough, that it is present in social relations and that it enhances cooperation, and the 

absence of either fails to fulfil the requirements for social capital. This critique focuses on a 

functionalist definition supplied by Putnam (1994) and while it may be a fair assessment of this early 

work on social capital it fails to address the contemporary state of social capital. It has evolved to 

resonate and be applied without a unidimensional definition, an indication that social capital holds a 

unique functional space in the social sciences (Aldrich & Meyer, 2015; Ansari et al., 2012; Kwon & 

Adler, 2014).   

 The evolution of social capital can be observed in the emergence of distinct typologies of 

bonding, bridging, and linking social capital that are more distinct that what was suggested by 

Putnam’s (2001) formal and informal classifications (Aldrich & Meyer, 2015; Kwon & Adler, 2014). 

Aldrich and Myer (2015) describe these typologies as such: bonding social capital is expressive of the 

tight emotional bonds with friends and family and is commonly characterised by homophily in 

demographics and attitudes; bridging social capital is for looser ties amongst groups such as race or 

class; and linking social capital focuses on the linkages of individuals to power within a setting. While 
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these typologies may not be descriptive of every occurrence of social capital it serves in creating a 

possible spectrum to place a range of common relationships and social networks within.  

 Social capital has been linked to positive community outcomes (Aldrich & Meyer, 2015; Ansari 

et al., 2012; Block, 2018). This makes it is important to understand how social capital is fostered within 

groups, and within the context of informal music events the perceived non-hierarchal nature of the 

community and network may provide novel insights into this.  

Case Study: Melbourne 

Music through performance within Melbourne is often cited as a key driver in the generation of culture 

through artistic expression (Homan, 2011a, 2014; Van der Hoeven & Hitters, 2019), and is 

acknowledged as enabling an entire economic division of the city (Victoria, 2011). This is primarily 

through the placement of music-based performances within venues such as bars, clubs, and pubs 

resulting in formal performance spaces for local musicians being fundamentally tied to places of 

alcohol consumption.  These spaces themselves are controlled through the Victorian Liquor Control 

Reform Act 1988. This has established a culture that strongly ties the viability of performers to their 

ability to increase bar sales and music venues to liquor licensing regulations (Hawkins, 2020; Homan, 

2011a). 

Homan’s (2011a) research explores the pitfalls of music performance’s ties to liquor licensing and 

how venues are transformed into contested spaces through these regulations. As attempts to curb 

alcohol related violence seek to limit access to alcohol there is a limiting of access to performances, 

as venues become unable to generate profit eliminating a major incentive for hosting live music.  

Greater emphasis is then placed on performers to be valued on their ability to generate bar sales and 

not through their ability to perform. Furthermore, Homan (2011a, 2014) touches upon the contested 

nature of live music venues within the planning system, as inner-city redevelopment leads to conflict 

with the often loud existence of music venues, a by-product of amplified music and patrons. This 

conflict within Melbourne is between its desire to maintain its national identity of cultural capital that 

is generated through art and music against its desire to grow and renew its inner city, a conflict that 

is wholly a product of gentrifying forces. Ultimately, this conflict resulted in some protection for the 

pre-existing land use rights of these venues, the ‘agent of change’ amendment that sides with pre-

existing land uses, though some caveats were applied to protect residents of redevelopments that 

were affected by venue’s noise.  

Hawkins (2020) focuses upon the interaction between the impact of these regulations and 

businesses’ economic functioning that pushes members of the music community to start do-it-
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yourself (DIY) venues that function outside of these constraints within Melbourne. Hawkins notes a 

strong community forming around the DIY venues like hubs, due to the trust required to participate 

in these unstructured spaces. Place-attachment is then formed between the community and the 

space, with key-actors such as organisers and performers willing to accept personal risk to prolong the 

space against outsider threats from landlords, police, and planning services. While this supports the 

idea that communities can form around informal music events, Hawkins limited their scope a few DIY 

house venues that had clear hierarchies of responsibility and ownership associated with the spaces. 

This sets a high barrier for community formation around DIY venues as organisers need access to static 

private property and be willing to accept high amounts of personal risk. 

Risk appears to be inherent within the world of music performance, as outlined within Fleckney’s 

(2018) chronicling of Melbourne’s formal and informal underground music scenes. Fleckney tracks the 

rise and falls of music genres and venues through firsthand accounts and secondary evidence, weaving 

a tale of fluid spatial identities that distinguish permutating places of venues that are defined through 

key actors and communities. The wider cultural role of subcultures emerges here, as many to-be 

popular musical styles are popularised by marginalised communities, such as ethnic and sexual 

minorities, to then be normalised for consumption by those of cultural dominance. Specific to 

Melbourne was the roles of Italian, Greek, and LGBQTI+ communities as the others to Anglocentric 

Australian majority. Fleckney links the widespread adoption of the underground dance music 

subculture amongst youths to the economic crises that emerged after 1980, with the access to social 

and creative capital supplied through these recreational communities being a tool to deal with mass 

anxiety stemming from uncertain economic futures.  

Between these accounts of Melbourne’s live music scene by Fleckney, Hawkins, and Homan, there 

is an indication of urban development and regulations acting as factors that shift these communities 

towards informal and public spaces. In Melbourne, in the 1990s, informal music events were not 

common as venues were able to access late night liquor licenses (Fleckney, 2018, p. 161). Since 2008 

the Victorian government has enacted the late-night freeze, halting the issuing of liquor licenses that 

extend past 1 am within the municipalities of Melbourne, Port Phillip, Yarra, and Stonnington. This has 

generated competition around the access to existing late-night liquor licenses due to the licenses 

being tied to the premises and thus being transferable between successive occupants through the 

license’s renewal. Urban renewal plays a role as the previously mentioned municipalities are 

Melbourne’s inner city, with urban redevelopment allowing late-night liquor license holders to 

sacrifice their license for profit made through development of their property. These new residential 

developments also prevent existing non-late-night venues from gaining late-night licenses by having 

pre-existing land use rights to be considered in the application of a late-night license. 
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This could imply that overall changes to the managing Victoria’s liquor licensing and planning 

regulations have affected the economic viability of live music venues, which has prompted performers 

to seek spaces with less creative and economic restrictions to accommodate their performances. This 

may also have been exacerbated due to capacity restrictions placed on live music venues in the current 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

Methods 

Study Context 

The metropolitan area of greater Melbourne, an area of 9992km2, was chosen for the bounding of this 

study due to the high levels of mobility within the region. Moreover, as participants are of a 

subcultural community of interest, they are likely more willing to travel to places outside of their day 

to day boundaries to have their needs met (Kruger, 2006).  

Data Collection 

A qualitative method approach was attempted for this study (Hernandez et al., 2020), conducted 

through semi-structured interviews with organisers and performers, the perceived key actors and 

nodes of these social networks. Participants for semi-structured interviews were initially obtained 

through inquiry with creative networks and referrals through acquaintances active within the 

subculture. Potential participants were contacted via phone or social media and asked to present 

evidence to corroborate their role. Once this criterion was met, the participant was invited to engage 

in a face-to-face interview that was be recorded at their permission. At the completion of the 

interview, they were requested to provide contact information of other potential participants. 

Interviewees were also be requested to self-report details such as gender and age to allow 

interpretation of these factors within the study. 

This resulted in a sample size of seven interviewees, all organisers of informal music events 

within Melbourne, though some had ceased this activity: all had been active within the last five years. 

All had refused to organise events during Melbourne’s lockdown. Of the seven one identified as female 

and the rest identified as male, all aged between 25 and 33. An additional eight people were contacted 

for interviews but did not desire to engage in the study. Factors that may have impacted the 

interviewee recruitment process include; the perceived subcultural capital of the researcher, that is 

the researcher’s position within the subculture (Gelder, 2007); and the successive COVID-19 

lockdowns that prevented face-to-face contacting or the ability to participate in other parts of the 

subculture. 
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 Interviews were structured to assess participants’ emotional response and the nature of their 

relationships to place and other members of the network. This is structured after Manzo (2005) and 

Collins’ (2005) studies which engaged in similar subject matter pertaining to  gauging how places are 

experienced and how it affects the participants. Other place attachment measuring frameworks, such 

as the public participation GIS utilised by Brown et al. (2015), approach place by focusing heavily on 

the spatial aspects of persistent places while this research is concerned with the process aspect of 

place. Due to cognitive and attitudinal focus of the study, social capital and place attachment were 

deemed appropriate to be measured together (Aldrich & Meyer, 2015; Mihaylov & Perkins, 2014; 

Scannell & Gifford, 2010). Questions for evaluating place attachment seek to address the six processes 

of place attachment (Seamon, 2013), while questions for evaluating the presence of social capital have 

been adapted from Onyx and Bullen (2000) (see Table 1). 

Table 1 List of questions from the semi-structured interviews 

1. Demographic questions 

What is your age? 

What gender do you identify as? 

2. Place questions 

Are the places where these events held important to you? 

Why do you use these places? 

What are the best environmental factors that contribute to these places? 

How do you feel when you are in these places? Is this different from your day-to-day life? 

Do these places shape your identity? 

Does anything ever surprise you about these places? 

Do you care for these places? If so, how? 

Are there any of these places you feel like you cannot return to? 

Do these places evoke strong memories? 

Has the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic played a role in seeking out these places? 

3. Social capital questions 

Are people willing to volunteer in the production of these events? What other creatives are willing 

to collaborate with you? 

Do you trust the people in attendance? If so, how? 

Do you feel safe at the event? 

Do you find people repeatedly attend? 

How do you feel when you interact with a stranger at the event? 

Could you count on people from these events to help you outside the event? 
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Have you formed a strong bond with anyone you’ve met at these events? 

Are the attendees of these events diverse? 

Do you feel as though you are part of a community at these events? 

Has the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic affected how people interact with one another at these 

events? 

 

Analyses 

Data gained from the interviews was thematically coded to enable delineation between place 

attachment processes and social capital typologies. This was achieved through transcribing interviews 

and sorting responses into macro categories, place attachment, and social capital, and then into 

specific categories of place attachment processes, social capital typologies, and other emergent 

themes. The distribution in the frequency of codes was interpreted to have a correlative insight 

between different place attachment processes and social capital typologies, and even between these 

two overarching concepts. Failure for certain codes to emerge indicated either weakness of the 

chosen concepts or irrelevance to the study. Thematic analysis here allowed specific trends within the 

coding to emerge across participants to confirm or deny commonality between the interviews. 

Interviewee’s responses were interpreted for information relating to the role of COVID-19 and as to 

why they are willing to accept high levels of risk to engage in the subculture. 

Results  

Place Attachment 

Results from these interviews demonstrated that informal music event organisers exhibited place 

attachment through the prevalent presence of the place processes without static places to form the 

attachment to, revealing that the subculture engages in the act of mooring within a network of places. 

This emerged as a significant theme through the prevalent recollection of organisers having 

participated in informal music events as attendees leading them to seek new places to actively 

replicate and improve upon their experience and then often moving across a set of locations, 

incorporating their initial experience. It is this mode of operation and interaction with these places 

and one another that solidify their collective participation within the subculture. 

 Place interaction was generally handled in a uniform manner across participants, through the 

processes of scouting for locations, setting up and packing down the party, and having a leave no trace 

ethos regarding waste. This typically resulted in two to three visits to the location if it was a novel 

mooring site over which the organises interacted with the place. A couple of interviewees described 
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the experience of scouting for locations as recontextualising public spaces for them, altering their 

interpretation of the uses for these spaces to not be unlike that experienced by other subcultures such 

as skateboarders (Ho, 1999; Nolan, 2003). It is the organisers’ ability to reinterpret these spaces that 

allows for them to exert a claim, if only temporary, to these public spaces that facilitates their personal 

attachment to them. This attachment manifests through their caring for place, as interviewees often 

acknowledged that their usage of spaces could often be interpreted as having a potentially negative 

impacts through waste and noise, which they attempted to minimise in a variety of ways. Location 

was considered a crucial step in their impact minimisation, as environmental factors such as ease of 

access, public toilets, public waste receptacles, and distance from residences were considered crucial 

to ensuring place was cared for. The need for distance from residences was considered from two 

perspectives, that organisers did not want their activities to disturb others with whom they shared 

these spaces and to avoid unwanted attention and detection. 

 Place identity was generally not reported on an individual level, but it was instead present 

within the subculture, with usages of places shaping their and their group’s identity within their 

subculture and social network. Through participating in the subculture through organisation of these 

events the interviewees were able to build their social and subcultural capital which in turn created 

opportunities for them in relation to the subculture, such as gaining access to formal performance 

venues or other creative projects. The female participant resonated strongly with her engagement 

with these spaces as shaping her identity due to her perception of the subculture being male 

dominated in the organisation of these events, an assessment based on her close association with 

other organisers and her past experiences. This assertion was corroborated by the limited gender 

diversity of the participants. Other participants felt that through the usage of spaces local to them 

aided in bringing their identity into the subculture; one organiser felt that his local area, Melbourne’s 

western suburbs, had been neglected by absence of formal venues and by running parties locally he 

was allowing him, and his group to facilitate a bilateral relationship with the subculture. 

 Place release was present to a limited extent as participants when prompted about the ability 

of these places to surprise them they would often reflect on uncertainty as central to the experience 

of these events. This led to difficulties in quantifying if these places were truly surprising them as it 

was considered an expected dynamic of them and as result not it was not necessarily a surprise. As 

Hawkins (2020) notes about DIY venues this is an appeal of unstructured spaces, that uncertainties 

create variation and interest that structured spaces cannot. The places used for these events are 

fundamentally unstructured both physically and socially which allows for freer social and place 

interactions. The presence of strangers was frequently reported as a surprise of these places, as 

people would wander into the event uninvited and participate similarly to invited attendees, with the 
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experience being reported as good and bad experiences depending on the disposition of the 

interloper. Three interviewees considered the experience surprise through how their perception of 

the place changed over the course of the event from their initial scoping to its characteristics once it 

was occupied by attendees and to its appearance at the conclusion of the event. One organiser 

reflected on this process as giving them an attachment to the places because they felt they were 

experiencing the place at times others rarely did. 

 Place realisation was present through the reported feelings about these places and the 

difference of these feelings compared to their regular experiences in their day to day lives. Feelings of 

control, freedom, excitement, stress, belonging, and escape were reported across the interviews in a 

variety of manners. By experiencing these feelings through organising the event organisers were able 

to recognise they were being influenced by these places, that these feelings had unique qualities 

within the context of these events and their role within the process of the events. This meant that 

commonplace feelings such as stress were different within the context of the place than how they 

experienced it in other places. Feelings of belonging indicate that these places are built upon a 

collective experience which is also given meaning through the subculture as a characteristic of 

community. 

 Participants engaged in place creation in a variety of ways that centred around physical 

installations and social dynamics. By setting up the performance space within public space they were 

able to transform it into their subcultural mooring which then signals the change in behaviour to that 

of the subcultural norms. This was the universal process which all organisers fundamentally had to 

execute while some did go further in the implementation of various types of artistic installations, such 

as projections or sculptures which were often the result of collaboration with other creatives. 

Generally accepted social norms that contribute to feeling of being in place were based on actions 

such as: limiting knowledge of the event to trusted members of the subculture to prevent events for 

become too large and therefore more likely to attract unwanted attention; a sharing of limited 

resources like water; cleaning up as a group after the performances had ended; and the appointing of 

individuals to various roles in the production and coordination of the event. These physical and social 

changes to the public space in conjunction with the inherent behaviour changes that happen in 

relation to performances actively created places different from the place’s usual identity. 

 Due to the impermanent nature of moorings, place intensification was interpreted through 

the caring for place and actions taken to improve events, as individual groups and as part of the 

subculture. All interviewees detailed their caring of place through the managing of waste, often 

organising attendees to pick up waste at the conclusion of the performances. It was also observed 
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that up to a point, attendees of past event were then more willing to be involved in the production of 

future events in a range of capacities, from aiding in setting up equipment to producing the event in 

other manners. However, as the groups progressed towards being considered a formal part of the 

wider subculture, this trend diminished. 

 These place processes have culminated in creating moorings with positive outcomes and 

feelings for participants, where they experience feelings of control and belonging are separate to 

those felt in their day-to-day life. These feelings have becoming exceeding vital during the ongoing 

COVID-19 pandemic, and while no organiser held events during lockdown, many sought to make the 

most of the time between lockdowns through the hosting of events that create places separate from 

the limited and often uneasy experience of formal venues. One interviewee had shifted their group 

towards the appropriation of digital places that were immune to the uncertainty created by COVID-

19. These mooring are by nature external to the neoliberal places of the city and offer some novel 

insight into the social role in the creation of place that is not limited by external determining factors, 

such as planning and other regulation. 

Social Capital 

The responses from organisers of these events indicate that they were capable of building bonding 

and bridging social capital for themselves and their attendees, though bonding social capital had the 

most prominent implication. Linking social capital in this instance was tricky to quantify as there are 

not explicit power structures within the subculture, as its decentralised and accessible nature prevents 

any overt institution or actors from taking control that could then be connected with. The prominence 

of bonding social capital in some cases may have been influenced by the interviewees’ adherence to 

COVID-19 capacity restrictions imposed by the State Government of Victoria. This was also indicated 

through persistent references to attendees as ‘friends and friends of friends’ when inquiries were 

made about the demographic composition of the events. Relationships, reciprocity, and trust were all 

reported to be strengthened at a range of levels, with the event being believed to have a galvanising 

role for those in attendance. With the focus of participation in events being on already close-knit social 

networks it is possible that these practices are only capable of informing of how social and subcultural 

capital are employed and built within the subculture. 

 Evidence of bonding social capital was prevalent across responses in a range of modes, most 

commonly when describing an increasing willingness to volunteer in the production of the event and 

the demographic composition of attendees. When prompted about whether attendees could be 

classified as diverse, answers were often in two parts: on the one hand, that there were general values 

of social inclusion at these parties and, on the other hand, there was a diverse crowd though the 
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subculture was considered fairly homogenous with respect to cultural background and ethnicity. This 

directly aligns with Aldrich and Meyer’s (2015) assertion of homophily and shared values being key 

characteristics of bonding social capital. With these similarities being prominent across organisers, it 

is possible for these findings to be representative of the wider subculture. Repeated attendance at 

these events further contributed to increasing the capability of these event to create social ties, 

though this was believed to be less prevalent at larger capacity events due to a decrease in intimacy 

of the event, and to have been negatively impacted by lockdowns. 

 Bridging social capital was indicated to be present within the events for organisers due to the 

opportunities that their role initiated for them, within and external to the subculture. This manifested 

in a variety of ways, for some of the opportunities within the subculture it meant generating enough 

social capital to access formal venues or being capable of collaborating with other informal music 

event organisers. One interviewee claimed that all his professional opportunities had been built upon 

his participation in such events. Some interviewees were more cognisant of the ability for these events 

to create these types of opportunities, indicating that the motivation for accepting the associated risk 

of operating these events is to gain access to these types of opportunity through the subculture. In 

terms of increased opportunities within the subculture’s social network, these events may be 

understood as increasing subcultural capital by conforming to the norms of the subculture in a 

performative manner. By organising these events to accrue subcultural capital and bridging social 

capital individuals and groups can elevate their position within the subculture’s social hierarchy. 

 Linking social capital was not considered to be experienced by organisers due to the lack of 

institutions from which to draw power from within the subculture. Yet due to the ability of organisers 

to increase their standing within the subculture it is possible that attendees might experience linking 

social capital through their relation to organisers. From recollections of initial events organised by 

interviewees there is a strong indication that by having this form of social capital with other organisers 

they were then capable of becoming organisers themselves, being able to draw on the others for 

support is the forms of resources and knowledge. This implies that social capital is important in the 

memetic aspects of subcultures, through exposure, replication, and improvement the subculture and 

social capital is transferred and recreated within a dynamic and accessible social network. 

Discussion 

Participation in the informal music event subculture is capable of instilling a sense of place for 

organisers and is capable of building social capital that creates stronger social bonds within the 

subcultural social network and facilitates opportunities within and outside the subculture. There are 

fundamental benefits attached to engaging in place and aiding in the creation of places, and for having 
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access to social capital (Aldrich & Meyer, 2015; Manzo, 2005). These places have also become centres 

for collaboration between audio and visual artists, who have not been affected by the economic 

limitations that venues impose on creativity. This implies that there is social place-based value and 

creative value to this subculture which the city should attempt to foster instead of discouraging 

through conflict. 

 Cities mediate with range of subcultures in manners specific to each subculture in an attempt 

to limit the contestation of space, with interventions being hard and soft in nature. Subcultures that 

have often been mediated are skateboarders and graffiti artists (Dovey et al., 2012; Nolan, 2003). A 

hard mediation seeks to offer a formal space to the subculture though it might alter an aspect of the 

subculture in doing so. This can be observed with skateboarding and the provision of skate parks, a 

mediation with the subculture that creates an optimal environment for them though through its 

formalisation of space it eliminates the subculture’s differential experience of space and urban design. 

Soft mediation can be thought of as an allowance of non-altered space that subculture is not explicitly 

allowed to use but is not prevented from using. This is often observed in some areas where 

skateboarders linger, external to skate parks with the space lacking the discouragement of anti-

skateboarding urban design, a trade-off process that does not seek to alter the subculture except for 

their potential agency. While hard and soft mediations are executed by the state there is also room 

for private market led mediation in the form of private regulated spaces for the subculture.  

It is in this private market of space where the Melbourne underground dance music subculture 

is meant to be bounded, and from which it has spilled into public spaces. This can be viewed as a failing 

of the private market in providing accessible and creatively liberating spaces for the subculture to 

occupy, and which match the subculture’s desire for late-night venues. In Fleckney’s (2018) recounting 

of Melbourne’s underground dance music subculture his interviewees described the ease of access to 

late-night venues, and for the acquisition temporary liquor licenses for their own alternate venues, 

such as warehouses and parks. The recounting of control and liberty over spaces has direct alignment 

with the sentiment of the informal music event organisers, even reflecting the aspects of creative 

collaboration. It was these elements of access to a wide range of venues and the ease of acquiring 

temporary liquor licenses that prevented the need to utilise public spaces for performance. This 

implies that lack of late-night liquor licenses issued since 2008 has had a role in limiting the number 

of venues that the subculture would want to access and has changed the dynamics of existing venues. 

By definition, catering to a subculture limits possible patrons for venues as it is performative to the 

subcultural norms which may discourage patrons aligned with the dominant cultural norms. This 

impacts the ability for the venue to extract maximum economic benefit from performances, 

disincentivising aligning with the subculture. 
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While these economic and regulatory factors limits the number of venues the subculture can 

compete for, urban renewal happening within the City of Melbourne and surrounding municipalities 

threatens existing venues through replacement and increasing population densities that create 

conflict regarding the associated noise of venues (Homan, 2011a, 2014). As previously mentioned, this 

creates a process where late-night venue property owners can sacrifice their license for profit made 

in redevelopment. Urban renewal of dense areas stands to threaten smaller and less economically 

viable businesses due to the elimination of buildings that are less desirable to tenants with higher rent 

seeking capacities. Jacobs’ (2016) cites the need for aged buildings as a generator of diversity within 

cities, a claim that has since held up (Powe et al., 2016). By not allowing for new spaces to enter the 

late-night license market there are unnecessary limits placed on the fostering of this creative 

community, letting a natural outlet for these mediums go unsupported (Hospers & Van Dalm, 2005). 

The combination of planning and regulatory processes has an active role in decreasing the viability of 

the subculture in accessing formal spaces and pushing them towards their informal moorings.  

The light-night freeze is not entirely without its benefits. Systematic review of the effects of 

limiting the sale and consumption of alcohol within Australia details that it has a significant 

relationship in decreasing alcohol-related harm (Wilkinson et al., 2016). This is the intended outcome 

from the policy implementation and must be acknowledged as an important factor to consider if 

proposing a change to this policy. Late-night licenses can still be applied for in the inner Melbourne 

municipalities by live music venues, though there are some difficulties such as having to prove that 

social and economic benefit from the granting will outweigh alcohol misuse and abuse and community 

amenities, with noise being considered a key amenity impact that may be produced (Horne, 2021; 

State Government of Victoria, 2016). Due to medium to high population densities of these areas, it is 

unlikely for existing and future venues to be granted late-night licenses due their proximity to 

residential uses. The issue of noise is difficult for venues to navigate in the late-night environment, as 

even with ensuring that amplified noise from performances is confined through design other sources 

of noise, such as patrons entering and exiting the venue, cannot be managed as consistently. 

This issue is further compounded through planning practices shifting towards zoning that 

include residential and other usage mixes, within Victoria this can be observed in the 20-minute 

neighbourhood strategy (State Government of Victoria, 2017). This is yet another consideration to 

weigh and another set of resident needs to consider, as mixing land uses with densified residences 

enables a range of benefits from economic, social, and environmental viewpoints (Jacobs, 2016). This 

does not bode well for a favourable trade-off for live music venues, as even with ‘agent of change’ 

amendments implemented within the planning system there is a need for a more nuanced managing 

of the conflict between live music venues and other urban uses (Homan, 2011b, 2014). Homan (2014) 
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has argued for the implementation of music precincts within Melbourne, in a similar capacity to other 

existing cultural precincts, that will densify live music within bounding that has appropriate regulations 

around development and noise to minimise potential conflicts and to bolster the area’s capacity for 

music driven creativity. It may potentially be too late to implement this form of mediation as the inner 

Melbourne areas are highly desirable for residential use, reflected in access to public transport, 

effective job density, and housing prices compared to housing amenity (Brain et al., 2019). Though 

there may be potential avenues for mediation between residents and live music venues, and by 

extension the Melbourne underground dance music subculture. 

By engaging in mediation with stakeholders from a range of invested parties there can be a 

pre-emptive managing of conflicts for public and private projects, and by utilising innovate viewpoint 

management each concern can be placed against another (Bahadorestani et al., 2020). Stakeholder 

engagement will aid in preventing post-implementation conflict resolution, like the agent of change 

amendments, from being utilised as it will force future projects address these conflicts before they 

are constructed. Important in this process is the identification of appropriate stakeholders to 

represent invested groups, from live music venues to representatives of future residents.  This will 

hopefully result in a process that is built around compromise and cooperation that can meet a range 

of needs without prescriptive binaries that do not aid in the long-term solving of these issues. This can 

be a potential opportunity for hard mediation with subculture that can protect viability of formal 

venues and offer and environment that is furtile for new venues to enter the market and allow for 

late-night licenses to be granted due to the minimising of impacts to community amenity. 

Soft mediation is more difficult to structure as a process due to its informal nature, though to 

some extent this may be a benefit as it reflects the decentralised and informal nature of the 

subculture. One interviewee implied that they had experienced a form of soft mediation, as they 

recounted a recent experience of organising an informal music event in the vicinity of two other events 

at an inner Melbourne location that well known amongst the subculture and frequently used due to 

environmental amenity and distance from residences. The organiser claimed to conform to the COVID-

19 capacity restrictions that were in place at the time, limiting the attendance to 30 people, perceiving 

that by adhering to this restriction the police allowed them to continue when a larger adjacent event 

was prematurely shut down. While this experience may have been influenced by a range of factors, 

such as personal biases of the police officers and the generally small congregation of attendees for 

the event, it does imply that there could be a potential place for soft mediation between the city and 

the subculture. 
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Soft and hard subcultural mediation allows for the fostering of a fulfilling creative scene that 

meets a range of social and spatial needs while limiting the conflict with other competing needs within 

the city. By not engaging in some form of mediation with the subculture the city commits to a future 

of playing cat-and-mouse with the subculture through the imposition of punitive measures that do 

not attempt to solve the issues that have pushed the subculture to occupying these contested spaces. 

By inviting members from the formal and informal aspects of the subculture into the discussion of 

balancing conflicting urban needs there can be substantial and meaningful action towards developing 

Melbourne as a creative city that facilitates a variety of urban ways of living. 

Further research 

Further research in this domain may seek to understand if there are other subcultures that contest for 

space within cities and how they may be mediated with due acts taken to contest for space being 

collective actions that seek to express the groups right to the city. By understanding the range of 

contestations that cities experience more informed decisions regarding mediating with structured and 

unstructured subcultures can aid in resolving future urban conflicts. This also fits into a wider 

discourse around what needs, and desires shape the city, and how planners may value and weigh 

these needs against other competing needs. Due to the neoliberalisation of the state and by extension 

planning practices it is important for planners to advocate for non-market orientated desires that seek 

to produce spaces that are not inherently tied to the interests of private markets (Olesen, 2014). If the 

shaping of the city is exclusively left to neoliberal forces, there may be a further alienating of 

subcultures that could lead to more intense conflicts.  

 Further research relating to Melbourne’s informal music scene and potential mediation with 

the city may choose to connect with other stakeholders external to the informal music event 

organisers such as: live music venue operators; urban planners of the inner Melbourne municipalities; 

police officers; policy makers from the Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation; and 

non-organising participants of the subculture. This last group would be able to confirm if the 

organisers of informal music events have a bias towards their actions, as place attachment and social 

capital may be measured in people who are less invested in the events. Interviews with the other 

groups could allow for a complete narrative of the situation to be formed, that would allow any action 

or mediation undertaken to be informed from all sides of the contestation. 

Conclusion 

This research project, through the exploration of place and social capital within the informal music 

event subculture, has attempted to address inequalities within the production of space within 
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Melbourne. By justifying the subculture as worthy of mediation with due to its potential social and 

creative benefit, revealed through the qualitative methods undertaken, it has shown that not all 

desires to shape the city are given equal consideration by planners and policy makers. Yet this 

omission is not purely based on ignorance or bias. Cities are complex assemblages of human wants 

and interactions where desires vie for the dominance to be actualised. While the desires of the 

subculture to access quality formal spaces that meet their creative and social needs has not been 

recognised, the trade-off has been increased safety from harm related to alcohol and urban 

redevelopment of Melbourne’s inner municipalities. 

 To downplay the role of the late-night freeze in achieving a safer late-night urban environment 

would be disingenuous, but there must be some form of middle ground that would allow for more 

late-night live music venues to be established through mediation with urban stakeholders. By 

increasing the number of late-night venues there can be greater variance between venues that cater 

to the subculture within the market, allowing for more diverse creative freedom to form a market 

niche. However, repealing the late-night freeze is only worth achieving is mediation is capable of 

preserving the safety that the policy has established.  

 Urban redevelopment has taken advantage of the agent of change and liquor licensing 

changes to marginalise the viability of inner Melbourne live music venues, another constraint on the 

various music subcultures within the city. As these venues have contributed extensively to the creative 

culture that permeates these municipalities and have aided in making the areas desirable places to 

live, work, and play. For residential property developers have taken advantage of the environment 

fostered by these venues to now limit the growth and function of these venues is gentrification. To 

leave this unaddressed by formal urban institutions is to ignore the struggle of the creative groups 

that rely on these venues, not only for employment but also opportunities to find a sense of place and 

belonging within a subculture and the city. 

 This drive to create a sense of place and belonging amongst a group brought together by 

common interests and ways of being given weight to their claim to the city, and in neoliberalised terms 

the value created towards creative output and innovation is worth fostering. Harvey (2012) states that 

enacting the right to the city fundamentally requires the rerouting of surplus capital to ensure access 

to production of space and place under neoliberal governance, yet this subculture has produced 

dynamic and mobile places of great social value without access to this surplus capital. This form of 

place creation within a neoliberal city shifts the focus of space production away from an economic 

focus towards a social focus. By engaging in this socially driven process participants within the 
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subculture have been place and social bonding that is no longer limited by the regular constraints of 

the city, finding something that is beyond the limitations of neoliberal ways of being. 
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